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"No matter how much proof a man has about anything, it won't become a reality until he knows it to

be true in his heart, by his own experience." Graphic artist and author Phil Morimitsu has been

reading about a line of spiritual teachers known as the ECK Masters. Through the Soul Travel

techniques he had learned in his studies of Eckankar, he began to have experiences with these

Masters. As the experience faded with time, he began to wonder. Had they really happened, or had

he just imagined them? So he began to write his interpretation of each experience as it was

happening, to prove to himself that the ECK Adepts and their teachings were real. Morimitsu tells of

ECK Master Dayaka, who shares the tale of Gakko on Venus. Yuont-Na discusses an ancient

music/vibration school of the Naacal priests in Mu. And ECK Master Zadok shares insights about

events in Judea two thousand years ago. The author used several Soul Travel techniques to meet

and talk with these mysterious Vairagi ECK Masters. Soul Travel is an ancient skill taught today on

the spiritual path known as Eckankar. Personal proof through out-of-body experiences is the

underlying message of this intriguing book. Eckankar, the Ancient Science of Soul Travel, offers

books, home-study courses, taped lectures, study groups, and seminars around the world. Anyone

curious about the mysteries of life - Have I lived before? What is my spiritual destiny in this life?

What are the real reasons behind today's problems? - can delve deeper to discover his own

answers using the ancient art/science of Soul Travel. Phil Morimitsu did and found himself in the

company of ECK Masters. So can you. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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Phil Morimitsu is a graphic artist currently living in Minneapolis, Minnesota. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

mt first eck book exceting story i ahv eread it 5 time over the yaers

Fabulous! Whether a person believes this book is non-fiction or not is immaterial. There is so much

insight and wisdom and wonderful spirituality in this book!

A wonderful book that opens one more to the inner realms of life and to the timeless wisdom of a

line of spiritual masters who serve to help each one of us to enter into the heart of God.

A very excellent piece of Eckankar literature and one i would highly recommend to others. Many of

the former ECK Masters are included in this book, several of whom it is not popularly known about.

Very good book and it came in a timely manner.

I won't go into why I love this book so much as the other reviewers here did a good job of explaining

why this book is so great. What I will say is that there have been a few times I've had a chance to

see Phil Morimitsu wandering around at a seminar and the aura of deep love emanating from him

was so visible and palpable and something that touched me to the core. No, I am not making a God

out of this man for his books also reveal an all-to-human side too. But that's the whole point isn't it?

Spiritually - the true spirituality of surrendering one's whole being to God, was (at least for me) to be

seen in this man who even with his human challenges could radiate a love so strong I could it feel

across a crowded room. The experience was such an inspiration to me. Another thing he addresses

in his books is something called a 'naljorpa'. When I first read about it I suddenly didn't feel so alone

and crazy anymore for I thought I was the only one who struggled with such a thing which was

suddenly given a name and face in his other great book, 'The Seeker'. I guess I can sum this review

up by saying Phil is the real deal who has made the experience of God's love via the Mahanta more

accessible to me through him just being himself and the writing of his wonderful, inspiring l

books.Thank you Phil.Rob

Would you like to LISTEN TO Zadok of Judea, Saint Paul of Tarsus, and Quetzalcoatl (The Plumed



Serpent)??Would you like to be IN THE AUDIENCE when Zoroaster, Socrates, or Saint Francis of

Assisi speak??Would you like to know what Pythagoras taught, and to hear it from HIM??You will sit

there, listen (in this case, read) and be spellbound!! What these historical figures will teach you has

been distorted in today's world!You will get to beyond the myths and the legends, and meet these

living historical people (and other Master Soul Travelers) who inspired legions of people in the past!

I read this book before I met my future friend, Phil Morimitsu. Hopefully, this isn't a bias point of

view.I will say that of all of the 'out there' books, this one has the sobering potential to put one right

back into this physical reality with a more acute awareness of one's purpose as 'Soul' in this

life.Because of Phil's subsequent experiences with the various Eck Masters throughout history

chronicled chapter after chapter with headings like "Show Time", which is his experience of meeting

Jesus and the Living Eck Master of the times, Zadok, all 35 chapters have various indigenous Eck

Masters doing their specialty for Phil's unfoldment. Because of this book, I was subsequently able to

have my own experiences with these magnificent and real beings such as: Quetzalcoatl, Gopal Das,

Towart Managi, Phidias the Greek and the current 973rd Living Eck Master & Mahanta, Harold

Klemp.I think my friend Phil's book was a major catalysis for these continuing and extraordinary

experiences. This is a 6 star book for those who want to find out more about the light and sound of

God and God's past and future teachers of this special holy voice that has always existed in the

here and now for those who truly want it! Huuuu leeroth@webtv.net
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